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 must therefore include all the curves which cut the system f^
orthogonally.
If we start from A in any direction which is perpendicular to
the tangent at A to that curve of the system (ii) which -nass
through A, we shall come at A' to an adjacent curve of this system-
moving from A '..in any direction at right angles to this we shall
at another consecutive point in this path reach another adjacent
curve; and so on. The path thus obtained must be included in
the solution of the differential equation; and as at each point A
we may move in any one of an infinite number of directions (i e
in any direction lying in the normal plane at A to the curve of the
system) it follows that the solution of the equation will contain an
arbitrary function.
Let us, then, draw through A any surface we please and limit
our path so as to be in this surface; starting from A at right
angles to the curve of (ii) there will, in general, be only one
direction possible in the surface and moving along this through a
smgll arc we shall at its extremity Af come to another curve • at
A' there will as before be usually only one direction possible in the
surface and it will lead to another point A" and so on; and we
shall thus obtain on the arbitrary surface a single path passing
through the point A. Had a different point B on the same surface
(but not lying in the path through A) been the starting point
there would have been similarly obtained a single path through B
different from the former; and so for any point.
We should therefore have on any arbitrary surface a singly
infinite series of curves.
159. This is the exact geometrical process corresponding to
the analytical process applying to the case when the equation of
condition was not satisfied. For what was there done was to assume
an, arbitrary relation among the variables—this is the equation of
the arbitrary surface; it was combined with the differential equation
and, after integration, another equation was obtained containing an
arbitrary constant which with the original arbitrary relation was
considered the solution. The new equation containing one arbi-
trary constant represents a family of surfaces; and the combination
of the two gives the system of curves which form their intersection.
Each of these curves lies oa the surface first taken, and so we have
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